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Abstract— This paper describes the implementation of an
argumentation system used for participatory management of
environmental protected areas, more precisely to model the
decision of a park manager artificial agent. This implementation
is based on a BDI agent architecture, namely the
Jason/AgentSpeak framework/language. After introducing the
principles of BDI architecture and of argumentation systems, we
will detail how we model arguments within the BDI (BeliefDesire-Intention) architecture. Then, we present the
argumentation-based model of deliberation and decision by the
park manager agent as a case study. We show how our
argument-based approach allows to model various cognitive
profiles of park managers (more conservationist or more
sensitive to social issues), through different knowledge bases. We
show examples of decisions produced by the park manager agent
and examples of traces of arguments used during deliberation,
which could be a base for explaining decisions. Before
concluding, we point out future directions, such as using
argumentation as a basis for negotiation between various agents.
Keywords. Agent architecture; BDI architecture; Argumentation;
Decision; Participatory management.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The general context of this work is an ongoing research
project exploring computer support for participatory
management of protected areas. We have designed a serious
game (more precisely a role-playing game), inspired by real
management of national parks in Brazil [2]. The objective is to
train people about participatory management of protected areas,
allowing players to explore negotiation strategies in order to
address conflicting views: in these protected areas, the
stakeholders (such as environmentalist, tourism operator,
traditional population representative, etc.), discuss, negotiate
and take decisions about environment management. In practice,
these decisions are about the type (level) of conservation for
each sub-part of the park. Example among predefined types are
Intangible (full conservation) and Extensive (flexible indirect
use of resources). A special role is the park manager, who acts
as an arbitrator in the game, making a final decision about the
types of conservation, justifying (or, at least, explaining) its
decision to the stakeholders.
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Our research project [2] explores the use of various
advanced computer techniques as a support for assistance to
the players. One of the approaches explored is the use of
argumentation systems, as a support for decision and for
negotiation, and last but not the least, for explanation. We use
this approach to model the decision of the park manager,
through an internal deliberation between arguments [5]. We
may also model the decisions of other players (roles) and
support automated negotiation between them (human or
artificial, as for instance in [8]).
In this paper, we will describe the modeling and
implementation of an artificial agent playing the role of the
park manager, based on an argumentation system (based on
[3]), and modeled and implemented in a BDI agent
architecture. More precisely, we are using the Jason
framework, an implementation of the AgentSpeak agent
programming language, based on the BDI architecture [4]. Said
another way, we are representing arguments and their
management in AgentSpeak. The first version of the
implementation has already been completed and tested. We
will report on our experience as well as pointing out future
directions. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II discusses related work, while section III focuses on
the background for BDI and for the Jason platform. Section IV
presents the use of argumentation theory in BDI, Section IV
presents the modeling and implementation of a BDI agent
using argumentation and Section VI results. Finally, Section
VII presents our conclusions and future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

JogoMan-ViP [8] is a distributed role-playing game similar
in spirit to our SimParc project, as its domain is about
participatory management of hydric resources. It has
introduced artificial players, also implemented through
AgentSpeak/BDI on top of the Jason framework. This
pioneering work has been an important influence. That said, the
model of decision of artificial players is relatively simplified
and with a predefined and fixed protocol for negotiation (to
facilitate the interface between artificial players and human
players). Our objective in using argumentation as the basis for
decision, explanation and negotiation is even more ambitious.

Simulación by [12] experimented with the use of artificial
agents as assistants of human players, as an innovative and
proactive type of interface. Assistant agents can make
suggestions to human players, based on the model of a good
strategy for the game combined with a learning mechanism.
This work has also been an inspiration for our project. But we
want to explore various models of the game, including
predictive models (to estimate viability and resilience) and
inner deliberation and justification models (by using
argumentation).
Regarding argumentation systems, the theoretical framework
by Rahwan and Amgoud [3] is interesting and a major source
of inspiration, in that it is one of the first to use argumentation
not only for epistemic reasoning (i.e., to create or modify
knowledge) but also to practical reasoning (i.e., for reasoning
about what to do and also how to do it). [13] is an
implementation of an argumentation system based in Prolog.
[14] is a preliminary integration of an argumentation system
into a BDI (AgentSpeak/Jason architecture), with similar
objective to ours, but focusing on the implementation of
defeasible logic (logical rules that can be refuted).
III.

BDI AND JASON

There are many ways to model the behavior of agents such
as the BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention) model. To talk about this
model, according to [4], we need to address the idea that we
can talk about computer programs as if they had a “mental
state”. Thus, when we talk about a BDI system, we are talking
about computer programs with computational analogues of
beliefs, desires and intentions.
Beliefs are the information the agent has about the
environment. This information, however, is something the
agent believes in but it may not be necessarily true. As an
example, an agent may perceive from its environment the fact
that it is raining. However, the rain may stop before the next
reasoning cycle of the agent – in this case, his belief is outdated
and incorrect. Desires are the possible states of affairs that the
agent might like to accomplish. That does not mean, however,
that the agent will act upon it – it is a potential influencer of the
agent’s actions. Intentions are the state of affairs that the agent
has decided to act upon. In other words, intentions can be
considered as a selected option between the potential set of
options/desires that the agent has decided to pursue.
Jason is a Java-based interpreter for the AgentSpeak
language [4], providing a platform for the implementation and
development of agents. This language is based on the BDI
architecture [15] and allows programmers to customize the
agent’s knowledge base following logic sentences. The agents
also have goals that express the wishes the agent wants to
accomplish. For instance,!buy(car) means that the agent has the
goal of buying a car. Furthermore, AgentSpeak provides a way
to program and customize plans for the agents. These plans
represent courses of action that the agents will take in order to
achieve its goals. The overall syntax for a plan is triggering
event <- context: body, where the triggering event represent
changes which the agent will act upon; the context is used to
check the current situation so as to determine whether a
particular plan among various alternative ones is likely to
succeed in handling the event; the body of a plan is the course

of action the agent will take in order to handle the event that
triggered the plan [4].
IV.

ARGUMENTATION IN BDI

There have been several theories which look at formalizing
the reasoning of autonomous agents based on mental attitudes,
such as beliefs, desires and intentions (BDI). One of the main
characteristics of this type of reasoning is the resolution of
conflicts, since the goals and attitudes available to the agent
may not always be compatible. In addition, the information that
the agent has may not always be consistent, or it may be true at
one moment but incorrect on the next one [3] and may be
different for another agent. Argumentation is a promising
approach to deal with such considerations: it is a mono-agent as
well as a multi-agent process, in which an agent may decide
alone, or adhere to the opinion of another agent, depending on
the strength and validity of arguments. Furthermore, agents
reserve the right to revisit their opinions in light of new
information.
The classical logic proves inadequate to model such
behaviors. For example, to verify the property of monotony: If
Φ, ∆ and Γ denote sets of formulas in a formal reasoning
system, then the property of monotony is stated as following: If
Φ :- Γ and Φ Ì ∆ then ∆ :- Γ. The key here is that the addition
of new formulas at Φ can never call into question the truth
value of Γ; this is called a closed world. The interest in nonmonotonic logic appears when we try to capture the notion of
everyday reasoning, where definite conclusions are obtained
from incomplete information which can be proven wrong or
false; this is called an open world and non-monotonous
reasoning, where the addition of new formulas at Φ can call
into question the truth of Γ.
However, this logical approach is limited to epistemic
reasoning and does not modulate practical reasoning, limiting its
use in agent architectures. To deal with this, a new approach has
been developed: the argument. As opposed to a proof, an argument
may be invalidated, and by comparing arguments it is possible to
manage inconsistencies in the agent’s belief base. In order to
formalize this notion, we refer to concepts used in [3] and [5]: Let
the classical deduction be denoted by :- and the logical
equivalence-≡. Then, an argument is a pair ⟨H, h⟩, such that 1) H
is consistent; 2) H :- h; 3) H is minimal, that is, there is no subset
of H which verifies 1 and 2. From this definition, the authors
define the attack relations refute and block between arguments: Let
⟨H1, h1⟩ and ⟨H2, h2⟩ two arguments. ⟨H1, h1⟩ refute ⟨H2, h2⟩ iff
h1 ≡ ¬h2; ⟨H1, h1⟩ block ⟨H2, h2⟩ iff $h Î H2, h ≡ ¬h1.

V. MODELING AND IMPLEMENTATING MANAGER AGENT
To model the park manager, or other players in the game, along
their respective roles, we used the formalism above. So, let us note
D the set of desires, B the set of beliefs and A the set of actions.
Let us suppose, for example, that: B = {road, tourism_flow,
beach} and A = {extensive_use, intangible_use}. Each agent, then,
will have the following rules and bases:
1) The rules to generate desires (later on, named desires rules)
RDi have the form: φ -: β1, ..., βm, φ1, ..., φn, βi Î B and φi
Î D. If the agent has beliefs β1, ..., βm and desires φ1, ..., φn
then desire φ is satisfied. These rules belong to the base BD =
{(RDi, wi)}, where RDi represents a desire rule and wi represents

the intensity (weight) of the conclusion of the desire φ . An
example is: +road : tourism_flow & beach <-+raise_tourism(3),
where (3) means that Intensity (raise_tourism) = 3;
2) The decision rules RAj have the form φ -: α, where αÎ A
and φ Î D. If the agent takes the decision of performing action α
, then desire φ is satisfied. These rules belong to the base BA =
{(RAj, uj}, where RAj represents a rule of desire and uj represents
the utility of the action α according to the desire φ. An example
is: +extensive_use(0.75) -> +raise_tourism(0.75), with
Utilityraise_tourism (extensive_use) = 0.75.

It is important to note that, for an agent to decide which
action to choose, he must compare the gain of each action.
These gains are defined as gain φ (α) = intensity (φ) ∗ u φ (α
). (see more details in [5]).
TABLE I.
Name

DESIRE RULES (RD BASE) AND DECISION RULES (RA BASE)
Rule

RD1

+road : tourism_flow & beach <-+raise_tourism(3)

RD2

+waterfall : true <- +~raise_tourism(2)

RD3

+forest : true <- + protect_forest(3)

RD4

+forest_fire: true <- +prevent_fire(3)

RD5

+beach : ~protect_forest(A) <-+protect_forest_argument(C)

RA1

+extensive_use(0.75) : true <- !raise_tourism_ extensive_ use
(0.75)

RA2

+intangible_use(1.0):true<-!protect_forest_intangible_use(1.0);
!prevent_fire_intangible_use(1.0/2);
!protect_forest_prevent_fire_intangible_use(1.0)

Suppose that the available actions are extensive_use and
intangible_use, and the agent has the following beliefs about the
area: {“road”,”waterfall”, “forest”, ”beach”, ”tourism_ flow”,
”forest_ fire”}. Then, desire rules (RD base) and decision rules
(RA base) are modeled as shown in Table I. Table II shows the
Plans that are executed when the actions extensive_use and
intangible_use become available. The raise_tourism desire related
to extensive_use has utility 0.75, the protect_forest and
prevent_fire desires related to intangible_use have utilities 1.0 and
0.5, respectively.
It is important to note that the values of intensity and utility are
modeled by the programmer, according to the manager’s
“personality”. If this particular park manager is more
socioconservationist, he may prefer a more extensive use of the
area and therefore the utility from the desire raise_tourism may be
bigger. The same applies if the park manager is more
preservationist and therefore prefers a more intangible use of area.
With the rules and parameters mentioned above, there are two
attack relations between explanatory arguments: refute attack
between RD1 and RD2, since RD1’s conclusion is raise_tourism,
and RD2’s conclusion is ~raise_tourism; block attack between
RD3 and RD5, since RD3’s conclusion protect_forest is present in
the body of RD5.
The park manager agent BDI, with its respective RD and RA
bases, has been implemented utilizing the Jason plug-in for
Eclipse. Then, an implementation of the mechanism to compare
arguments in order to eliminate conflicts has been modeled in this
architecture. For instance, in Table II, !raise _tourism _extensive _
use (T) is used to check if the raise_tourism desire was added from

the RD in P1 and P2: since the agent has a rule that adds the
raise_tourism desire, P1 will be executed. If the agent’s belief base
did not include a road, for instance, then the raise_tourism desire
would not be added from RD1, and the agent would not believe
that this desire is feasible – that is what the not raise_tourism(A)
clause means. In this case, P2 would be executed. The goals
!protect_forest_intangible_use(T) and !prevent_ fire_ intangible_
use(T) are used in a similar fashion, and are not described here.

The protect_forest_argument(C) goal is used to check if a
block attack relation exists in P3 and P4: in P3, if the intensity
of the negation of the protect_forest desire, denoted by C, is
bigger than the intensity of the desire itself, denoted by A, then
the protect_forest desire is removed. In P4, if C is smaller than
A, then the desire is not removed. In this implementation, C has
been set to 4 and A to 3, so P3 applies and the desire is
removed. The refute attack relation, on the other hand, is tested
in P5 and P6. In P5, if the intensity of the negation of the
raise_tourism desire, denoted by A, is bigger than the intensity
of the desire itself, denoted by B, then the raise_tourism desire
is removed. In P6, if A is smaller than B, then the desire is not
removed. In this implementation, A has been set to 2 and B to
3. So, P6 applies and the desire is not removed. Lastly, the plan
!protect_forest_prevent_fire_intangible_use(T) is used to
consolidate all results. Since this goal is part of the body of the
plan of the intangible_use action, its context needs to test if the
desires protect_forest, prevent_fire and raise_tourism are
available and if the action extensive_use is available. Then, it
checks the gains of each action accordingly and selects an
action to perform. For instance, P7 and P8 test if the desire
protect_forest is present in the belief base and if the other
desires are still feasible, if the extensive_use action is still
available and if the gains of the intangible_use action are
bigger than the gains of the extensive_use action. Similar
clauses, omitted here, have been added for all possible
combinations in the context, so that the agent will always know
how to calculate the gains and choose an action. More details
about the AgentSpeak language can be found in [4].
VI.

RESULTS

The results of the implementation in Jason, as logged by the
agent, are: 1) extensive_use action added from desire
raise_tourism, with utility 0.75 and total gain 2.25; 2)
raise_tourism negation added with intensity 2 and desire
raise_tourism with intensity 3 has bigger force; 3)
protect_forest negation added with intensity 4 and desire
protect_forest with intensity 3 removed; 4) intangible_use
action added from desire prevent_fire with utility 0.5 and total
gain 1.5; 5) extensive_use action executed with total gain 2.25,
because 2.25 is bigger than 1.5. Thus, the resulting decision by
the park manager is extensive_use.
Suppose that we want to change the profile of the park
manager from socioconservationist to preservationist. Then, the
intensity of ~protect_forest will be slightly adjusted from 4 to
2, causing the desire protect_forest to not be removed in the
attack relation. The total utility of the intangible_use action will
be 3*0.5 (prevent_fire desire) + 3*1.0 (protect_forest desire) =
4.5, surpassing the utility of the extensive_use action. The
result, as traced by the agent, would be as following: 1)
extensive_use action added from desire raise_ tourism, with
utility 0.75 and total gain 2.25; 2) raise_tourism negation

added with intensity 2 and desire raise_tourism with intensity 3
has bigger force; 3) protect_forest negation added with
intensity 2 and desire protect_forest has bigger force 3; 4)
intangible_use action added from desire protect_forest with
utility 1 and total gain 3; 5) intangible_use action added from
desire prevent_fire with utility 0.5 and total gain 1.5; 6)
intangible_use action executed with total gain 4.5, because
2.25 is bigger than 2.25. Thus, the resulting decision is
intangible_use.
This example shows the flexibility of the BDI model that
makes use of the argumentation: it allows for the agent to
deliberate and decide while eliminating conflicts between the
bases. In this case, the conflict between the protect_forest
desire and its negation is resolved by comparing their
respective forces.
TABLE II.
Name
P1

P2
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